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Brighter ChildÂ® Fractions Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice their fraction

skills. The set features 54 full-color cards with illustrations to help build meaning, as well as help

children make comparisons. Each card covers basic fraction facts from 1/1 to 9/9, and a bonus card

teaches basic mathematical symbols. A special card is also included and offers creative game ideas

designed to reinforce learning.The popular Brighter ChildÂ® Flash Cards give children a fun and

easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool to grade 5, each

title focuses on an important subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun

game ideas and learning suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence.

Game cards also allow children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills

while playing fun games at the same time.Select titles are also available in English-Spanish and

Spanish-only versions.
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I highly recommend. I use these flash cards for my fifth grader, Fractions Flash Cards (which I

believe were about $2.00, a great value). They have given her a basic understanding of fractions.



From using the cards, my daughter understands 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, etc. She also understands from

the cards that 2/3 is 4/6, and so forth.I bought these with Learning Resources Fraction Tower

Activity Set Equivalency Cubes which are very helpful manipulables I use with my fifth grader to

teach her fractions. She can break them off and feel them in her hands. She understands that two

quarters makes a half, and two halves makes a whole. From using the Equivalency Cubes, my

daughter understands that fractions can be represented as percentages and decimals. This is a

worthwhile purchase, and will help your student learn and touch and understand before breaking

into written problems.I am glad I made this purchase. My daughter likes these tools as well. It is

good to get away from just working problems. I would purchase these again and recommend them

to other parents.

What a great price for such great cards. You can do so much with these cards. I have used them to

compare and contrast fractions. I have used them to add, subtract and multiply fractions. Finally, I

have used these as flash cards identifying fractions. I also like that the cards represent fractions with

numbers and pictures. Three great activities for one low price

Common core moves kids along faster these days so any of us who work with children need to use

all the tools at our disposal. These are wonderful and I highly recommend all of the flash card

options.

Yes, these cards make fractions more easily understood for young pupils who are just beginning to

learn what they mean. One side of each card shows the fraction and the other side shows a picture

demonstrating its meaning. Children can even play with these cards by themselves, making a

gameof recognizing and naming the fraction represented by the picture. I recommend these cards

for anyone introducing fractions to their students.

We were having problems in math and these helped our nicely! Got a set for fractions and another

for multiplication

We home school our daughter and while flash cards can be boring at times (for both of us) they

work well.

For students who are just beginning to learn fractional parts, these flashcards are great. You can



use them with individuals or small groups or you can put them up on a document camera for an

entire class.

These are great. Used as a visual for my child to compare the number to an actual example of what

that stands for/means has been a huge help.
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